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31-05-2021 

The National Service Scheme unit of Christ College (Autonomous) Irinjalakuda 

organized an online power point presentation competition in connection with the 

World no tobacco day which was on May 31st.The topic of the competition was ‘Commit 

to Quit’. The volunteers were divided into 6 sub-groups where they were allowed to 

discuss about their presentation. Only one member was allowed to do the final 

presentation. The presentation was mainly to bring to the attention of the listeners, the 

harm that smoking could cause and the importance of avoiding it. All the volunteers 

had completed their work successfully with the support of their respective groups. All 

of the orators did their job wonderfully by doing an excellent and clinically oriented 

presentation. They raised clear and excellent points making it easier for their listeners 

to understand. 

Dhilna Rose M Pazhayattil from BA Eonomics batch was declared the winner of the 

competition. Overall result of the competition was a fruitful one. Everyone enjoyed 

preparing and presenting for the competition and also realized the importance of 

world no tobacco day and why we should avoid tobacco. It was successfully completed 

under the guidance of the program officers Prof.Tharun R, Prof.Jincy SR, Prof.Jomesh 

Jose, Prof.Linet George and the leaders.  
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An ‘Online Cricket Tournament’ was conducted in the guidance of the team consisting 

of second year volunteers Yadhukrishna, Krishnachandran and Devadathan as umpires 

of the game. The Match was played on the unofficial WhatsApp group of NSS Volunteers 

and it was a thrilling adventure. A demo match was played by the senior volunteers on 

the 30th to display how the game was going to be. The rules and regulations were 

published and doubts were cleared. It was a number game to be exact. The Six groups 

of First year volunteers played against each other in three days’ time from 31st May to 

2nd June. Then the winning teams played against each other for the rest of the days till 

6th of June. Team Eternals Won the Cup of the Online Cricket Tournament in the finals. 

The games aroused a mind of activeness among the volunteers and helped them to 

cope with the frustrations of online classes and regular activities of day-to-day life 
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